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Abstract: Nowadays robots are incorporated in the job which are often difficult for humans and these 

robots can be used as an effective alternative for humans. Mobile robots have become a significant topic in 

the security field Several techniques have been introduced to work with mobile robots and security. Most of 

these methods are not capable of working in low visibility environments and need to be manually controlled 

by a person all the time. In this smart security system, a mobile robot acts as an e-patrol in both light and 

dark environments. The design and implementation of mobile robots consist of three subsystems: The 

obstacle avoidance, image capturing and alarm indication for theft prevention. By means of which bot can 

be deployed for surveillance in a defined path with specific intervals.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In existing system, microcontroller continuously monitors the output from the sensor module and turns a buzzer on 

when it goes active. The application areas of this project are: All outdoor lights, Lift lobby, Multi apartment complexes, 

common staircases, for basement or covered parking area, shopping malls, for garden lights.  

 

1.1 Drawbacks 

 Not portable. 

 Not user friendly. 

 Fixed at one place only. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method is a use of mobile surveillance robot [2, 6] to scan the environment and detect the unusual 

movements in the house. The bot operates on two modes depending on the function and convenience of the user. The 

operating modes are manual mode and autonomous mode. The mode can be switched via the input from the user. In the 

manual mode the bot can be manually controlled by using joystick through the mobile web interface. The user can see 

the real time video of the places through live video streaming [1, 3] in the mobile. This mode can be utilised when the 

user needs to inspect some places in and around the house while in the autonomous mode the bot operates on its own 

without any requirement of external needs. In the autonomous mode the bot hover over the specified path by the user 

initially and scans the environment for intruder. And the camera is mounted on a servo motor for 360 rotation of the 

camera and also the path is surveyed between specific time interval. This mode comes in handy in night or when there 

is no one in the house so the bot independently inspect, alert and notifies the user in case of any abnormal 

circumstances such as intruder detection, intentional hindrance to the path or when the bot is being attacked. The user 

gets picture of the intruder with the alert. If the user didn’t respond to the notification within 10 minutes the bot notifies 

the police with location and image. There is also option to ignore the alert when the user knows the person detected 
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IV. HARDWARE DESIGN 

In this modern era automation is the endless process. with increase in automation there is a reduce in energy 

consumption ,it has more benefits & it improves working condition for workers. Nowadays it is good to use automated 

robots for surveillance rather than using cctv cameras. On using normal cctv cameras, more cameras are required and a 

separate person (security officer) is required to monitor it continuously but most of the apartments and villas are using 

only cameras and not security for monitoring[4, 12] ,as there is no security it is not helping to reduce the theft. It is only 

helpful to identify the thief after theft. So automated system is a better option for surveillance. 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

The above figure shows the overall block diagram of the proposed system. As discussed earlier, the security of humans 

and their belongings [8, 14] is very important. It is necessary to monitor the secured area continuously, So surveillance 

bot has been developed. It is developed with multiple sensors such as gyroscope in order to prevent the bot from theft 

and other threats. It has camera for monitoring alarm for protection. The bot is connected through Wi-fi in order to send 

information to the user about the situation and to monitor it remotely [9] and the user can control the bot using the 

mobile interface. The bot will alert only when human is detected. Buck converter is connected between battery and 

Motor controller to supply the voltage as required for the DC motors. 

Basically this design has two modes ie manual mode and autonomous mode. The bot is first switched on then it is 

interfaced with mobile [13] through app/website. Then the mode for working is selected (i.e., Manual/Autonomous 

mode) using a toggle switch. In case of Manual mode the bot is controlled using the controller in the app/website and 

the video recorded in the camera is streamed live in the same app this mode is used to monitor the children and old 

people in home this mode [7, 15] does not require some sensors like ultrasonic sensors as it is controlled manually. In 

case of autonomous mode the bot runs in the predefined path which is given by the user and the camera used is 

mounted on the servo motor and is continuously rotated in certain angle in both clockwise and anticlockwise direction 

periodically. Ultrasonic sensor is used for obstacle avoidance, if there is any obstacle in that path the bot stops moving 

and searches the way to move and moves after it finds the way. While running if it detects any intruder(Person 

detection) Bot stops moving and captures the image of the person and sends alert to the user with the captured image 

through mail and the alarm will start ringing after a very small delay. Once the user is intimated He can check the 

image in the mail and he can switch off the buzzer in the app/web server if that was the known person otherwise the 

buzz continues and if the user doesn’t respond to the alert also the buzzer continues. As the safety of bot is also taken 

into account it is also connected with gyroscope sensor so if somebody tries to lift the robot or the robot is disturbed or 

if the position of the robot [5,10] gets altered. Same operation which is done during intruder detection is repeated and 

the system will be back to normal only after user reset the settings. 
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V. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

To detect an object, the system opts for a suitable classifier for that object and evaluates it at various locations and 

scales in a test image.  

 
Figure 2: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

More recent approaches like R-CNN use region proposals. A single network simultaneously predicts multiple bounding 

boxes and class probabilities for those boxes. YOLO(YOU ONLY LOOK ONCE) trains on full images and directly 

optimizes detection performance. This unified model has several benefits over traditional methods of object detection. 

It is one of the faster methods and also increases the performance. This system divides the input image into grids. If the 

center of an object falls into a grid cell, that grid cell is responsible for detecting that object. Each grid cell predicts B 

bounding boxes and confidence scores for those boxes. These confidence scores reflect how confident the model is that 

the box contains an object and also how accurate it thinks the box is that it predicts. Formally we define confidence as 

Pr(Object) ∗ IOU(INTERSECTION OVER UNION). 

After the object has been predicted as a human, bot alerts the user along with the face of the corresponding person. A 

safety distance factor is also included for the safety of the bot to alert in times of theft situations. User is prompted to 

take actions regarding the alert which determines the behaviour of the bot. There exists only one set of class 

probabilities per grid cell, regardless of the number of boxes B. At test time we multiply the conditional class 

probabilities and the individual box confidence predictions, Pr(Classi|Object) ∗Pr(Object) ∗IOUtruth pred = Pr(Classi) 

∗IOUtruth pred (1) which gives us class-specific confidence scores for each box. These scores encode both the 

probability of that class appearing in the box and how well the predicted box fits the object. 

 

VI. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE OUTPUT 

Unsurprisingly there was a robot patrolling the apartment man was not single man to take many chances to guard his 

apartment. It was a robot well guarded but always subjected to attack from within the turned on shout a quik on face 

and the voice continued. The user is able to ignore the notification and turn off the alarm if the intruder is the known 

person. The user can be also toggle between manual and autonomous mode through the web interface. 
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Figure 3: Hardware Prototype 

 
Figure 4: Intruder Alert Message To User 
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Figure 5: Web Interface 

The typical notification to the user is sent through the mail. Multiple users can also be notified through the mail with 

the image of the intruder. The user is able to ignore the notification and turn off the alarm if the intruder is the known 

person. The user can also toggle between manual and autonomous mode through the web interface. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed and developed an efficient and effective way of monitoring and inspecting the defined 

environment. Previous generation of surveillance bot does not have any autonomous capabilities and does not have 

sensors like gyroscope and ultrasonic sensor for the safety of the robot .By having both manual control and autonomous 

capability the robot can be accessed for various security related applications. The user friendly web interface makes it 

easier to operate from any part of the world. Further this robot can be altered with a specific set of sensors depending 

upon the terrain and function to be carried. The system has been tested and implemented practically. In future using 

port forwarding techniques it can be made an universally accessed robot. Later the robot can be accessed using a 

website by connecting it to an external web server. 
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